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ABSTRACT

The Hon. Mr. Justice M.D. Kirby **
Chairman o~ the Australian Law Reform Commission

By a review of' a series of comparable decisions in the Administrative Appeals

Tribunal (AAT), Mr. Justice Kirby identifies some of the problems that may arise as the

jurisdiction and role of the AAT, .continues to expand in the review on the merits of

Commonwealth administrative decisions. The problems include first, the apparent
./

diff~culty for democratic theory of unelected'tribunal members (including persons who are

also judges) reviewing policy determined by elected Ministers; secondly, the creation of a

dichotomy between decisions made by the AAT and decisions' of pUblic servants faithfully

and more consistently apf?lying Ministerial policy; thirdly, the limitation upon the

membership and procedures of the AAT which restrict any trUly effective wide-ranging

review of government policy; and fourthly, the J;?0tential damage to community confidence

in the judiciary, by the involvement of jUdges in the frank determination of c'onfroversial

matters of public policy. The author acknowledges the role of policy-making in the 'courts

and points to similarities and differences in the function of the courts and the AAT'fn the

review ofpolicy issues. He concludes that the AAT will require all arms of government in

Australia to face more precisely the role of policy in adjudica:t~ve decision-making.
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A GREAT PROBLEM AND A GREAT QUESTION

Nearly 20 years ago, when he deliyered his inauguraI-lecture at-the' University

of OXfo.rd~ Professor H.W.H.. -Wade stat'ec}"a great problem and a great-quesHon.!

Suitably, the lecture was about administrative law. It reviewed the state of the art in

1962 England. Appropriately enough, it began with a tribu'te fo Dicey, whose brilliant

summation of the spirit,)"of the Constitution of England in the 19th century had

'crystallised the past ratft;r than heralded the.futurel~2 Wade pointed out that~ .

The vast powers of modern government had no place in ,Dicey's scheme of

things, and he ,felt little concern with the great problem, as we now,seeit-::how;

far is power to be controlled by law?3

Recounting Lord D.evlin1s declaration that the English legal system had become defe-ctive'

in failing to develop e wide jurisdiction over administrative casesandhis-"melaficholy

conclusion that the common law no longer had the strength to pI:'ovid.e·'-~satis-ract:orY'"

solutions 'to the problem of k~eping the executive -under proper control,4 -l)e-r_elaJ~d-_to

his Oxfbrd audience the acid critidsm of that foremost of American-,:wr,ite'rs- on

administrative law, Kenneth C. Davis. Painting with a broad brush, Davis-hed-;critic:ised-.

the EngliSh judicIary for deaJing--in ~licy problems 'only half-heartedly' w.~.i!~,~:,~onti~.p""a~;~y,

asserting that the ·res ponsibility ,for polley did not lie with them and whilst preten:ding all

the while that they were not deciding policy' iSsues- ~t all:
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. The traditional manner of OpinIOn writing .in pUblic law thus involves 8

considerable degree of intellectual dishon.esty; that is, what the English call

lhumbug', for jUdges frequently purport to find the results in the application of

logic to precedents, whilst in reality they sometimes find the results to a

considerable extent in their own. ideas about policy.5

Wade expressed d~ubts :as to-whether overt jUG.icial j:X>licy-making would lead. to the

desired renovation of administrative law. He pointed to differing judicial views about

policy-making ranging from Lord DeMing's call to the 'bold spirits' to Lord Devlin's

professed anxiety not to tread too obviously-on executive toes:

Criticism of the British concept of the judicial function therefore seems to me

to miss the point. The question is not whether the judges should be prepared to

make law, but what law they should Qe 'prepared to make. Where sho~t.q ,,:t~e .'

balance of power be struck between the courts and the executive? That is'the

great question. It has t~ be decided ,~ithin the framework of 0l;lE., own

,Constitution, where judges must work with a sovereign Parliament 100,lsing 9y'er._,,;
. " . ,,-' j~;, ". ~'('

their :shoulders, an~ have, no ultimate constitutional power as has the, S~preme .'
" """;;-~,:,,,-;.

Court of the United State5.G

jf "'i, '" ,: ~"",':

Wade, writing in 19-62, stigg.ested that there were two paths that c01Jld be choseTJ )ellq:~ng ...~,
',_,c;,,,,'.,'

to a new alliance between law and administration. The first was along the road of

admin~tr~tive.'courtswhere administrative dis p..Ites would g~ decided on their ~e~~~ by a

mixed~.'tribtinal.of;Jawyers.,,~m~t,.administrators. This ,was the road of the compr~h.e.nsive

administrative law pioneered by the French Consen d'Etat but followed also by~ticular
, , , , ',""

tribunals of much more limited jurisdiction in'England'and Australia. The second' pBth did

not -lead ;beyo.nd.the traditional functions of the-law courts: the prevention ofe,:<cess and

abuse 'of ~w~r, th~ ,ento~~e~~~~ ~f fair proce'dures and ~eview of errors of law. ·l'tiit;-t'~~~.~
WOUldstoP,~hortof~nYL-fr:ontier'IJ:1arked'F'olicy ~ Lawyers .Keep Out,.7 .~' -·''-..,L'

'-'!:

Two decades. later, in_.~is Hamlyn :Lectures8 Wade ~surveyed the ~re1?~~~~J1~:~,.

of administrative law! -in England, ,following the revival of, activity in the co~rts"st;l},r:F.i~g.:',~:I~jj

with Ridge v. Baldwin.9 He reviewed -the reinforcement of this activity by. ,the.~.,~~:r;~::P~::' [,~f
the Council on Tribunals. But he could not but conclude that the Unite~ IJ:i~g~,q~~:;,fij~

Parliament had been quite incapable of controlling the flood tide of discreti~narY,J)qf~~r~;,~1'
which followed the Second World War. The pressure had been partly reduced by the use or" ' ,

special tribunals to dispose of cases where the decision could be made according to rules.
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A large. part of the administration of the w~elfare state could be handled in this way. But

the rules themselves were often made at the discretion of Ministers who secured large

reserves of power from legislation expressed in the most skeletal form.

Whereas Wade in 1962 enrolle9 himself in the school that plt its faith in an

expansion of the" role of the c;:)urts to achieve effective administrative review, Australia,

at least in the F-ederal sphere, is now' well down the other road towards the development

of a comprehensive administrative law. The component parts have been described

elsewhere.I0' They include the establishment of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal

(AAT), the Administrative Review Council and the ,office of the Commonwealth

Ombudsman. Freedom of information legislation is in the' Parliament. Legislation for

enhanced judicial review i~ the Federal Court of Australia is now in force)l

The Seventh Annual--Report of the- Law Reform Commission of Canada referred

to this body of Australian Fede!"allegislation as having taken_1an' aWesome leap')2Some

have regarded the leap'as astonishing in the comprehensive changes which have been

effected. Others find disturbing. and inappropriate the width of the jurisdiction conferred

on the AAT. The creation: of the tribunal and of the new administrative:,Iaw is a-novel and

peculiarly Australian response to Wade's 'great problem' -:, how far-is ~wer to' be

controlled by law? It answers his 'great question' : 'where should the _balanceof~werbe

struck between the courts and the- executive?' in a novel way which takes jUdges and the

quasi-judicial AAT well past the frontier marked 'Policy - Lawyers Keep Out'. It is not

sllrIX'ising that in this new territory, with few sure signposts to guide t~em, lawyers should

be somewhat diffident and uncertain. The territory remains unmapped. This essay is -:an

attempt to state how we came into the new realm, what we have found "in our explorations

so 'far and wllat problems may await an undiscerning stranger in this unfamiIiarterritory.

INDEPENDENT ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW AND GOVERNMENT POLICY

The F-e'deral Court of Australia has made it p1B.in that the A-AT, in- exercising its

review jurisdiction, must not abdicate the function of determining whether the 'decision

made was the correct or preferable one in favour of a fun~tion of merely determining

whether the decision conforms with whatever the relevant general government !=Olley

might be. 13 Far from being bound by a decision -of general government policy, ·in;: the

absence of a specific statutory provision requiring it to apply::such_~licy,-_the:AAT is-duty

bound to perform its tasks under the_ Administrative_ Appeals Tribunal_Act.;:In the matters

committed to its jurisdiction, it is obliged to determine on the evidence before it the

'right or preferable decision in the matters subject to review'.14
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.Surveying what he saw as the encroach.ment of judicial officers into functions

traditionally reserved for the leg:islatureor the executive. government, Professor Gordon

.Reid has-recently written of a malady of the Australian body politic which he describes as

'judicial imperialism l .l5 One of the symptoms 'cited by Reid is the establishment of the

AAT and the expansion of the fun~tion of judges16 in the review .of Federal

administrative decisions. It has been said that the British Em pire was acquired in a fit of

absence of mind.- With equal-accuracy it could probably be said that il} such a way._wa~ the

precise role of the quasi-judicial AAT determined. Specifically, the conferring of an

ample power to review policy.(including Ministerial policy) in the AAT occurred not

primarily as a result of any novel claim .by the judiciary for its own powers but as a result

of legislation enacted by the Australian Federal Parliament in the most comprehensive

terms establishing the. AAT and conferring on it jurisdiction of great scope. Every

relevant report which had preceded the establishment of the AA'T' had cautioned about the

involvement of judges in the .business of reviewing administrative policy. It was recognised

that almost inevit(l.bly such policy would, from ·time to time, involve the consideration of

governmental-and even party 'political attitudes.

In Britain, the Franks Committee had declined to adopt the view, long 'urged by

Professor W~A. Robson, that there should be a general administrative appeal tribunal with

jurisdiction· to hear appeals from tribunals and from Ministerial.decisions following public

inquiries, ~. well as appeals against harsh or unfair administrative decisions ..where no

tribunal or inquiry procedure existed. The refusal to take this pith, though a decision

congenial to Professor Wade, was denounced by other commentators:

An owortunityhas been missed. If the committee could have gota,way',from the

traditionaLbelief- in the supreme fitness C?f the courts to determi"-~.:.'alLthatfalls

.within the vague phrase 'questions of law', they -might have been able to

. simplify the'system greatly. It would have been possible to provi,de f;o.~ appeals

on law, facts ~d m~rits from one tribunal to another and left with'·'the ~ourts

the two matters of excess of jurisdiction and -breach of rules of natural justice.
17

The concern about the expansion of delegated legislation and the other powers of the

modern state, the inadequacy of the established courts to provide prom pt, accc?sible and

inexpensive review and the limitations of. administrative law as it had'-:developed in

Australia to that time, were. all canvassed at length during the Third Commonwealth and
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Empire Law Conference in Sydney in 1965. The paper by Mr. Justice Else-MitchelllB

called to Australian notice developments in, Britain and the United States and commended

to local study the views of Franks, Wade and Robson. For once, the call was heeded. The

result was a series of law reform inquiries which, in turn, have led on to important legal

changes.

'The first report was that of the Victorian Statute Law Revision Committee. It

recommended in 1968 that a general admi~istrative tribunal should be established in

Victoria and that an Ombudsman should: be appointed for that State. Nonetheless, the

committee agreed with the opinion of the' then Chief Justice of Victoria that it would be

undesirable to include an administrative appeals body within the framework of the

Supreme Court of that State. The Chief Justice had urged that this should not be done

because the appeals body would be, in part concerned with policy and administration and:

'confidence in the .tudicial arm of government, may be threatened if- the

judiciary -is brought into an area of administration where public controversy

often runs high'.l9

The committee's recommendations concerning the appointment of the Ombudsman were

adopted. Those relating to the establishment of a general administrative appeals .tribunal

have not yet been imple.~;ented·in Victoria.

In New South Wales, the Law Reform Commission recommended in 1973 that a

Public Administration Tribunal should be established to' hear administrative appeals. The

President of-the Tribunal would-be a Judge-of the Supreme Court. Other members were to

be selected' from persons having special knowledge or experience in gov.ernment,

administration, the law, .trade, commerce or ind~stry or a bran-chof the social sciences or

any other science. The potential for the ,tribunal to -stray into.- ,areas ,considered

appropriate to government policy and not appropriate to a quasi-jUdicial -tribunal was

recognised by. the New South Wales Law Reform Commission. Three suggestions were

made concerning the functions -of the tribunal, designed to avoid or overcome this- risk.

First, it was proposed -that the jurisdiction to be conferred on the tribunal.spould be the

subject of recommendations as to suitability for review made by a _C.omi!lissioner Cor

Public Administration working with an advisory councU on public, administration.20

Secondly, it was proposed that the executive government should have a. reserve power at

any time after the, taking of any official action by order published in the Gazette to direct

that the tribunal should not inquire or continue -to inquire into specific official

actions.21 This provision for the executive to 'by-pass' the quasi-judicial tribunal was

subjeet. to parliamentary superintendence. Any such order was to be laid before

Parliament and would cease to have effect if either House passed a resolution disallowing

it.22
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· Thirdly, the New South Wales' proposal pro~ided specifically for a certificate of

policy. Clause 32 of the draft Bill attached to" the Commission1s r~port provided:

32(1) Where in any inquiry~ there is put before the -Tribunal a statement of

policy of the ~overnment on a matter relevant to the inquiry, the

Tribunal' shaU, to the extent to which the p::>licy ::s within power, give

effect to the policy.23

Such statements of policy were to be in writing and signed by a Minister of the Crown
......-'--~-~

e?Cpres'sed to state a p,licy of the government. Provision was also made for statements of
\~li~y'-;;i"a---pillmCa:ufGI(Y:'Th;'trrb;ina~Ughnot bound to give effect to such policy

was to 'have regard' to it. 24

In the brief discussion of this important proposal, the New South Wales

Commission described clause 3~ as dealing with 'the legislative aspects of an official

action'~ .

Government must be able, if authorised by law, to have the final say about the

· legisiative aspects of any official action: it is responsible to Parliament for the

action and must be in a position to accept that responsibility. On the other hand

most public au.t:horities are not directly linked with Parliament -and their
./

policies do not carry the weight of government policies. We propose, therefore,

that the tribunal should have regard to those -policies but not be bound by them.

Where a pUblic authority feels so· strongly about policy that it wishes the

Tribunal to be bound' by it, the authority may seek the intervention of the

responsible Minister. If the Minister is persuaded to the viewpoint of the

· authority, and the matter is one by l,:w susceptible of control by government

policy, the way is open to him to have the authority's policy stated as a policy

of the government.25

Although an OmbUdsman was established 'in New South Wales, no other aspect of the NSW

Law Reform Commission's scheme has yet been implemented. In 1978 a government

commitment was given for administrative reforms. Action is apparently awaiting- the final

report of the Committee of Inquiry into New South Wales Government Administration

under Professor Wilenski. 26
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In Western Australia, the review of administrative decisions has been conducted

by the Law Reform Commission of that State. A wor1<ing~per in 1978 revieweC!

Australian and overseas developments..Tentatively, the Commission favoured the

establishment of a general administrative Ei.ppellate body supplemented by a lim ited

number of specialist appellate bodies, .including in the in9ustrial relations area.27 In

preference to the establishment of a tribunal, the Commission favoured the creation of an

administrative division of the Supreme Court•. Specifically, the Commission rejected the

view that the established courts were Itoo formal in their procedure, too rigid in their

approach and generally ill equipped -to determine matters involving economic or social

policy'.28 On the specific issue of policy, the Western- Australian Commission had this

to say:

[I] t was said that the impartiality'of the Court would be impaired if the Court

had to make value jUdgments on matters of social and. economic p'licy. This

argument is somewhat -inconsistent with the earlier arguments that a _court
, . - .
would tend to avoid controversial decisions. It cannot be envisaged that

administrative appea~· would involve value jUdgments any less susceptible of

impartial decision<than value judgments about conduct such as fraud or

negligence. The question in most appeals is whether- the statutory criteria Or

government ,policy has been- properly.applied to a given set of fac,ts. The

Commission sees no threat to judicial impartiality in- the.:determination of such

questions.29

1m plicit in this statement is the acceptance of the unargued proposition that the

administrative review should involve nothing more than the application, 'properly' of

establlshedgovernment polley•. The Western Australian Commission can perhap:; be

forgiven for '~ssuming such a syllogistic funct~on. Traditionally, courts at least have

claimed that their function is one of applying pre-existing rules. Before .the Federal Court

in 1979 clarifie,d the duty of the AAT, some had thought that it too should simply discover

and apply proved relevant government policy, if lawful.- Certainly, an examination of the

reports leading to the establishment of the aAT indi~ate that th~ was the intention of its

progenitors.

The report of the Commonwealth Administrative Review Committee in August

197130 made abundantly plain its views that the proposed general administrative review

tribunal, though charg~d with the duty to 'hear and determine an application ••• on the

facts and merits of the case'31 and also having power 'to deal with all questions of law

necessary for its decision132 should not have the power to review government policy

relevant to the decision:
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[T)·he. jurisdiction woiJld- still-be workable although· matters of· government

policy;may be involved~This policy can be explained to:the Tribunal by written

or oral evidence and, of course, a represent,ativeof the de(llrtment or

instrumenta.lily will be a member of- the' Tr.ibunal.

It may also be 'desirable that t.he Tribunal should be empowered to.transmit to

the appropriate Minister an- {)pinion 'of the Tribunal that although the decision

sought to 'be:-reviewed.was properly based on government policy, government

policy.as applied in '.the particularcas~ is operating, in an oppressive,

discriminatory or otherwise unjust manner. Such. an opinion would presu1!'ably

be accompanied by.,-, a reference back to .the· administrator for further

consideration.33

Confirm"irig that the function of the proposed new tribunal should simply be the 'correct

application-of p:>licy', the -committee did not consider that :conferring stlch a jurisdiction

upon a-tribunal comprising, jUdges 'as -personae designatae would undermine confidence in. .
the court in the way- the Chief Justice of Victoria had feared:

We do not think that at -this time in Australia the involvement of persons who

~'are ,judges' in quasi-jUdicial adJ!linistrative appeals concerned with the --correct

application of policy or the making of correct administrative decisions-would

. .threate'rfconfidEmce in the' jUdicial arm',of government. The main argumen~ to

the ,contrary is that controversy may develop about policy and -administrative

matters .involved in the review activities of an appeal -tribunal and that this

coiild:--'€xtend40 or' -involve the Court or Courts -of which the jUdges -in 'question. _

are -me'mbers~, We ·think this fear can be exaggerated.' After all, -there:can. be

;cqntroversy about jUdges in their judicial capacity and- in a federation.,this is,_to

someextent,_ inevitable_ in constitutional cas.es, but such a controve,rsy in

.Australian conditions ,does not undermine respect for the judiciary.34

The final 'report of the, Committee on Administrative Discretions in October

197335 was even 'more-emphatic on this -topic. First, "it envisaged that in some cases the

proposed tribunal's functions would be recommendatory only. The rationale for this was

explained -by reference to the problem of handling policy:
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[T] here can be present in some cases ~licy elements that require that the

Minister should make the' ultimate decision..... A tribunal· to the extent that it

is functioning as an extension of the administrative process must not exclude

from its mind the totality of considerations that bore on the original

decision-maker. It must not be constrained by the practices of the courts in

relation e.g. to evidence and relevancy. In so many cases, the administrator

cannot come to his decision on an individual case in, as'it were, a vacuum. He

has to take his decision not solely on premises acceptable to a court but· in a

context of a broad government response to its interpretation of socio,...economic

values acceptable to the community. He absorbs this in the culture of his total

administrative activity.36

Although requiring that the proposed tribunal, with osmotic inevitability should absorb all

government policies which- would have influenced the, administrator, ·thecommittee

differe~ from the view that Jhe tribunal should be' entitled to express- opinions. on

government policy. It would not even favour such-an opinion .where the operation of p3licy

reSUlted in Qwression, discrimination or otherwise in inj!1stice:

We do not agree that a Tribunal should be entitled to express opinions on

governm.ent policy. It should not be entitled to question the policy grounds on

which a decisioff~is based or a-decision to the ext~nt to Which it gives effect to
- .;f

a poll-cy. It should do not more than identify the,governmentpolicy on which the

decision is based~ That can provide the starting p::>int for any rectification' or

adjustment thought necessary.37

The- committee also- rejected the notion that members of the tribunal should be officers of

the Commonwealth department or authority responsible- for the decision under -rev-iew. It

was considered that this· could' lead to'an awkward situation if a junior officer-··were

'sitting -in jUdgment of his superior,.38 Public perceptions of the independence -of the

tribunal would also be damaged by constituting it in such a way.

When,-the Administrative Appeals- Tribunal Act" -1975 was introduced into the

Parliament to establish the AAT, the- issue 'of p:>1icy review was -not specifically adverted

to. But the Attorney-Genera1.statec;lthe intention of the Bill in-the widest terms:
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To establish li'single -iridependehttribunaI with the purpose of'dealing"with

appealsagaiitst-'sdrilinistrative decisions on as wide a -basis as' possible.'.~;, It will

be called :upon to review decisions by Ministers and of the :most senior officials

of'gove·rnnient~· In the words of the Franks Committee ~nTr-ibunals' and

Inquiries, the Tribunal is not to be an appendage of Government" departments.

The -Tribunal is to be regarded as machinery provided ,by Parliam~nt for

,adjudication rather than as' 'part of. the machinery., of departmental

administration. Nothirlg less than a tribunal of full jUdicial status· would be

satisfactory' for t'hese -purposes.39

The Bill contained, and the Act contains, no provision equivalent to cla:use 32-of the New

South Wales scheme. True it is, executive control is exerted at the gateway through which

admin'istrative>decis'ions must pass before jurisdiction 'in respect of -them .iscohferredc:on

the AAT.· Equally" true, the executive may bring before' the 'tribunal statements of

government policy-"'which are relevant and "within _power and which" would :have been

consider~aby"-thj{6rigiiialdecis'ion-maker,whose decision -is the SUbject of review. Butthe

power conferred on the AAT in conduCting its review, is of the greatest amplitude. It-may

exercise 'all '-ih'e pOwers and discretions' 'which are conferred on the person who made the

decision. 'If:rriay affirm, vary or set aside the decision., If it sets the decision aside it may

make a substitute decision or remit the matter for -reconsideration -'in accordance with

any directl'bhs'-:or 'recj>ftfmendations of the tribunal'.40 In Drake V~" Minister for

Immijtration-& Ethriic':Affairs, the Federal Court stated·its view of the proper approach to

a MiniSterial':policy"stafemEmt tendered 'in the proceedings:

Iii "a "!Tia.tter such as the present where it is permissible for the decision-maker

·f'):" take' -relevant, government policy into ~ccount in making hisdecis-ion1 but

'where 'the' Tr-ibuJ'lalis' not under a stat,!tory duty to regard itself as being bound

by,that policy, the Tr'ibunal is entitled to treat· such government- policy as a

relevant factor in '·the determination of an application ·for review of that

decision~ It would be contrary to commonsense to preclude the Tribunal in its

review of a decision, from paying any regard to what waS a relevant and prqper

'factor:in,the maldrigof- the" decision -itself. If the ,original deciSibh';"maker has

properly IXiid regard to' some general' government p:Jlicyin reaching his

deCision, the existence of that policy will plainly be a relevant factor for the

Tribunal to take into account in reviewing the decision. On the other hand, the
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Tribunal is not, in the absence of specific statutory provISIon, entitled to

abdicate its function of determining whether the decision made was, on the

material before the Tribunal, the correct and preferabl~ one in favour of a

function of merely determining whether the decision made conformed with

whatever the relevant general government policy might be.

It is not desirable to attempt to frame any general statement of the precise

pert which government policy should ordinarily play in the determinations of

the Tribunal. That is a matter· for the Tribunal itself to determine in the

context of the partiCUlar case and in the light of the need for com promise, in

th~ interests of good government, between, on the one hand, the desirability of

consistency in the treatment of citizens under the law and, on the other hand,

the ideal of justice in the individual case.... It is ••• desirable that, in any case

where the Tribunal reaches the conclusion that the particular circumstances-are

such as to make the .correct Or preferable decision that which results from an

application of some government or ministerial policy to the pa.rticuI~rfacts,

the Tribunal makes ,it clear that it has considered th~ ,propriety ,of, the

pirticular I;Olicy and expressly indicates' the considerations which have led to

that conclusion.41

This, then, is the approach that has been laid dt:>wn~~r the AAT. If differs from anything

contemplated by the Franks Committee, and anything ,envisaied"by the State or Federal'. . . ,

Australian reports. Almost certainly, it goes. beyond what was imagined When the AfiT

was estab1ished. Clearly, no specific recognition was given to the problem of )XJlicy

review in the Bill, despite the precedent. then available from th~ New South Wales,Law

Reform Commission. Before the Federal Court's pronouncem.ents in Drake, the AAT it~elf

had considered, -in !ill early immigration cas~, th: weight tha~ should be given to the policy

consideratipnsi-which -ought to be applied,.42 Mr. Justice Brennan. aweared to imply

that the AAT would review p:>licies of some kinds, though not others:

A distin~tion: will ne,cessarUy be dr~wn between policies of different kinds.'

Some poficies are clearly made or settled at th~ [X)litical level, others at the

departmental leveL ... The difference between the factors to be taken into

account in the two kinds of policy provides one ground of distinction between

them; the diff~r~nce in parliamentary opportunity to review the two kinds of

p:>licy provides another. Some policies are basic, and are intended to provide

the guideline ~or the general exercise of the powe~, other p,?licies or procedural

practices are intended to implement a basic policy. Different considerations
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may apply to the revie~ of each kind of p:>licy : and more substantial reasons

may have to be shown why basic policies - which might frequently be forged at

the p:>litical level - should be reviewed. Th~re may, of c~~rse, be particular

cases where the indefinable yet cogent demands of justice require a review of

basic or even poli'tical policies, ·but those should be exceptional cases.43

In the absence of clea~ statutory gUida~}(~e as to how established and lawful government

pqIicy is to be applied by the AAT to the facts of a particular case, the Federal Court has

made p1a~n its view that the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1915 imposes on the

AAT an ?blig~tion independently to assess the propriety of government policy, even as

stated by a Minister. Its proper function is not discharged merely by determining whether

the d~c:ision made conformed with whatever the proved relevant lawful government policy

might· b·e•. It is this statement of the AA1"s functions and duties that has taken that.. . . , '

tribu!}a~ .beyond the frontier marked 'Policy - Lawyers Keep Out'. How has the tribunal
'fared?

INTO THE TERRITORY OF POLICY

Since the decision of the Federal Court in Drake the approach of the AAT to

the r~~i:~of governmental and ministerial policy has arisen in a series of deportation

cases:., ~.~~e of these will now be briefly reviewed. Professor Dennis Pearce has expressed

the ~,iew that it is llilfortunate that the 'fundamental questions! as to the role of the

tribu~~{in r~i~tion to policy" have arisen in the context of deportati~n cases. As he says,

these, ar~ "c~ses' wher.e there is a high political content in government- p:>licy. DeciSions

taken. ·te~(i" to be controversial. Policy necessarily arises· in many·' 'other areas of
decision-making bi Com'm~nwealth officials. It could distort the debate 'abo~t policy

examinaiion'if attention were exclusively focus~d upon the review of ministerial policy on

criteria "for':deportation to the exclusion of the administrative process in other areas.44

On the other hand, though there is discussion of the {roper approach to the review of

rx>licy, in. a number of other cas.es since Drake, outside the highly charged field of

depo~tstio_n, th~ serie.s of decis~ons in deportation cases does 'present the reviewer with a

useful Icontrol group!. E~ch case has been ·heard by a Deputy President of the AAT and

hence by a. person who is a jUdge of the Federal Court. Each case has involved

consideration not of broad government policy on socio-economic issues of the kind which

the Bland Committee contemplated would be absorbed by administrative osmosis. In each

case there has been tendered .a statement of policy criteria expressly prepared under the

direction of the Minister for submission in the AAT proceedings.45 Each case under

review has involved the appli(!stion of the special p::>!i(!y for the deportation of aliens
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convicted of drug offences. The same issues of {rinciple are debated in the series.

Frequently the reasons for decision include det.ailed repetition of reasons advanced in

earlier cases. Sometimes there is comparison of cases. In each case the applicant, an alien

immigrant, has served a term of imprisonment following his. conviction for a drug offene_e.

In most cas.es innocent members of the family of the alien are caught up in the decision,

so that deportation wm involve hardship to them, many of whom are Australians having

little or no cpnnection with the proposed country of return.

When, in accordance with the order of the Federal Court, Drake's case was

returned for re-hearing by the AAT, it came before the then President, Mr. Justice

Brennan. Whilst acknOWledging that the Minister was free not to do so, the Pr:esident

pointed out that the Minister was equally free, in point of law, to adopt p:>licy guidelines

in order to 'guide .him in the exercise of the statutory dis~retion'. The on~ requirement

wll:s that such P9licy should be. consistent with the statute.46 The discretion could not

be so truncated bya p:>licy as t? preclUde consideration of the, merits of specified classes

of cases for this wa~ required by the_~tatut()ry discretion itself. But when. itcam~ to the

actual application .of.._~he {XlIicy, ·the ,PresIdent made it plain,_ wit~ t~e WO~ds~?f the

Federal Court cle,arl¥ in rt:tind, that th,e tribunal h.ad its own inde~ndent s~atutory

function:

It is one thing ;inr the Minister to ap[)ly his own policy in deciding cases; it is? ,- -- . - ,~

another thing for the Tribunal to apply it. In {Xlint of law, the Tribunal is as free

as the Minister to apply or not to apply that-policy. The' Tribunal's duty fu: to

make the correct or prefera.~le decision in each case on the material before it,

and the Tribunal is at liberty to adopt whatever policy it chooses, or no policy

at_~ll, in fulfilling its statut0I'¥_ function.

In fulfilling its function, the Tribunal: being independent of the Minister, is ,fre,e

to adopt. reasoning entirely different from the reasoning which led to the

making of the decisi~n under review. But it is not bound to do so.... If the

,Tribunal applies Mini:steria.l po~icy, it is because of the assistance which the

policy can furnish in arriving at the preferable de~ision in the circumstances of

the case as they appear to the Tribunal.
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After tec_o:,~ting. the arguments of counsel for the appellant that the AAT should not

meekly Bppl):'_' mil)¥;terial policy, Mr. Justice Brennan drew 8 distinction which Was to

recur in, later ~ases, between the making of 'a discretionary administrative decision' and

'the making of'~'~curial decision'. Warning against any Qver-simplified categorisation, he

urged that.~he curial function 'rightly ignores the policies of the executive government'

but the ad'miniStrative decision 'should oot,.47 Observing that the powers vested'in the

AAT by the Administrative Ap~als Tribunal Act 1975 were 'wide enough to permit the

st'er~isation.~r amendment of policy. in its application to the cases Which come here', the

President then sounded a note of caution:

Although th¢ Tribunal ought not, indeed' cannot, ,deprive itself of its freedom to

give no weight to a Ministertsp:l'1icy in a particular case, there are sUbstB.!1tial

rea'sbns which favour only cautious and sparing departures from ministerial

p,licy, particularly- if parliament has .in fact scrutinised and approved that

policy. If the Tribunal in reviewing a decision made in pursuit of a lawful

'ad~-inistrative p::>licy, consciously departed from tJ'lat policy, it would nullify

not-.only the policy made by the repository of the discretionary power, but also

any mechanism of surveillance which the relevant statute permits or provides.

To depart from ministerial policies thu~ denies to parliament its ability t~

supervise the content of the p:>licy guiding the discretion Which the plrliament

c're~t~d. Qn s~e occasions,' reasons may be shown to warrant departure from

~iniSter.ial policy, for example wher'e the 'intervention of new circumstances

'ha~'~'cle~~iy made a 'policy statement obsolete. But in general, it would be

;ma:nii~~tly -i~prudent for the Tribunal to over-ride a ministerial r:x>1icy and to

.,ad~'pf a ge~eral administrative policy of its own•••• The very independence of a

Tribunal demands that it be apolitical; and- the creation of its deportation

"jur.isdiction is intended to improve, the adjudicative rather than the policy

as'pe~tS of deportation decisions. The Tribunal is not linked into the chain of

responsibility from Minister to gove-rnment to parliament; its membership is not

appropri~te for the formulation of broad fOlicy arid it is unsupported by a

bureaucracy fitted to advise upon broad p~licy. It should therefore be reluctant

to lay-down broad fOlicy, although decision~ in particular cases will impinge on

or refine broad policy emanating from the Minister.

The AAT's proper approach was then stated bluntly:
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These considerations warrant the Tribunal's adoption of a practice of applying

lawful ministerial policy, unless there are cogent reasons to the contrary. If it

were shown· that the application of ministerial p:>licy would work an injustice in

a particular case, a cogent reason would be shown, for consistency as not

preferable to justice•••• When the Tribunal is reviewing the exercise of a

discretionary power ~eposed in a Minister, and tt,2 Minister has adopted a

general· policy to guide him in the exercise of the power,' the Tribunal will

ordinarily apply that policy in reViewing the decision, unless the policy is

unlawful or unless its application tends to produce an unjust decision in the

circumstances of the particular case. Where the policy would ordinnrilybe

applied, an argument against the p::>licy itself or against its application in the

particular case will be considered, but cogent reasons will have to be s~own

against its application, especially if the WHcy is shown to have been exposed to

parliamentary scrutiny.48

Notwithstanding the ample" language of the Administrative 'Appes.'ls'Tribun-sl

Act and the wide' diScretion 'conferred"ori it as clarified by"the :Federal Court, the"AAT

with a fine' display of self-restraint indicated in Drake' No,' 2 that' the circumstances' in

which ministerIal p::>licy would be de¢rted from would be rare.'In p!lrt this restraint can

be seen as a laWyer's response to the essential purPose oJ the establishment of'the';AAT~

its limited resources, its adjudicative' procedures as 'c'0r:ttemplated by the Act and the

constitutional background into which it must fit. In part, the decision may be seen as one

o'f sensible'p:>licy on the part of the AAT itself. Any bolder claim for the re-scrutiny of

ministerial policy would undoubtedly invite retaliation by the many expedients available

to the executive government, not least to the atrophying of the AAT's jurisdiction.

Review of policy lat the margins" in its impact on individual cases is all that is claimed,

Yet though this decision is so sensible it finc!s no specific justi'fication in particular

provisions of the AAT's statute. It is a formulation devised by the AAT itself in response

to the Federal Court's reminder of the AAT's ample powers under the statute.

The' problem arising ,from the lack of statutory definition of the precise role of

the AAT in dealing with government and ministerial ~licy is that there is a clear

resulting tension between the thrust of the Federal Court's injunction for the tribunal to

perform its· own independent review of the Minister's policy and the ·tribunal's endenvour

to limit that function to accord with political realities, its own court.:.like procedures wid

the necessity of getting through its bUSy caseload. ,In the absenceot clear 'statutory

criteria and guidance, members of the AAT are left with nothing more than general

categories of indetermlnate referen-ce to point the way in which they should consider the

merits of governmental and ministerial policy in a particUlar case. Will its awlication
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'work an' injusticel ? Has a 'cogent reasonl been shown for no~ applying the policy? Would

application-Iproduce 'an iojust decision in the circumstances of the, _,particular cas~'? Are

there grounds: 'going to the merits of the, minister~al ,policy'? Different AAT members,

differ~n~ people, will approach the application of these broad criteria in d~fferent ways.

That this is, so ,has been demonstrated it.:t the reasoning of a number of dec~ions ,of the

AAT .since Drake _No. 2•.:Furthermore, the P£.'0blem for syllogistic decision-mnk.jog is

compounde:d by the generality ?f the language used in the ministerial policy statement

itself.,It is"replete with further categories of uncertain denotation in5!luding ,such phrases

'as, 'whether in all the .cir~umstancesof the particular case it is in the pUblic interest'; the

'interests of the community' and 'other pe,rsons whose interests are affected'.

DEPORTATION POLICY AND THE AAT

~ccording to Mr. Justice Smithers sitting in the Federal Cour}}n Drake, it is

necessary for. the AAT unambig;'0usly to state that it *1f satisfie<6:;-~e evidence as

found' by.-:it-;that ,deportation is .the right course. It was insufficient that.it ·should be

satisfied". that, according to the. tests applied by th~ Minister in the application of his

policy, hisd~cision was reached regularly and reasonably.49 One of the first of the AAT

deportation cases which followed the Federal Cour~ de~~ion was that of N'zam.,Gungor.

Mr. J:ustice.J?mithers, sitting as a Deputy President, had to, deal with the case of a Turkish

alien\ immigrant subject to a deportation order following the sent~nce of one year's

imprisonment for the, offence ,of supplying Indian hemp; It was found by Mr. Justice

Smithers'that: ,

The:,offence of trafficking actually committed was in the lower range of

criminality ,and not of itself of a .nature to merit or. sustain an order for

:deportation. -If however there were re8.!3'0n to think that there is a serious risk

th~t the applicant will offend again th~ situation would be different.50

To answer this question his Honour sought and examined statistics concerning recidivism

in relation to drug offences. He defined ,the functions of s.12 of the Migration Act as

being ·designed:

IP] rimarily to protect the Australian community from the presence of

particular offending aliens and not for imposing extra p.mishment. on an

offender or by so doing deterring other unnaturalised aliens from p;lrticular

offences. To use the powers conferred by the Migration Act for the purposes of

·punishment and deterrence is in substance to discriminate against immigrants

and aliens by SUbjecting them to an additional sanction not applicable to other
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persons for breaches of the criminal law. Even if there were grounds for

thinking that particular classes of persons were particularly disposed to

trafficking in drugs such discrimination would call for justification as. it

inevitably must operate unjustly on certain individuals. But there are no such

grounds.51

Mr. Justice Smithers, fl:\r from mechanically applying a ministerial policy that normally

aliens should be deported when convicted of drug -offences, felt himself free, indeed

obliged, to question the application of that p:>licy in particular cases and moreover its

effectiveness in the generality of Australia's immigrant population:

It is one thing to deport a person because he)s a danger to Australian citizens

but it is qUite another to do so as additional punishment or _as a deterrence to

others. Obviously such a procedure even if technically iawfult.i, will inevitably

infIict.injustice to, 9r~at least operate oppressively in the case of, persons who

are: no~ themselves a dange~ to Australia. Both for the reputation of Australia

and as a matter of good gov~x:nment based on justice and a reasonable respect

for the individ;lal such a procedu're has unfortunate aspects••.~52

Having reviewed the stat~tics of migrant involvemeI1t in drug offences in Australia, his

Honour concluded: .J'!'

Having regard to the fact that of foreign offenders only a very small prof.XJrtion

are recidivists, it is clear ~~at such deterrent benefits as may be achieved by

depor~ation of persons who are not .of a da~~er to Australia must, in the tot~lity

of the Australian drug scene, be quite .minor. To subject a minority of persons

to injustice in the name of deterre~ce to achieve a major result might be

tolerab~e. Bu~ to do so in respect of little people to achieve little, is, in my

opinion, not.compatible with good gov~rnment or the best interests of Australia

considered as a nation sensitive to principles of fairness.53

After the close of evidence in Gungor, a new 'stateme!!t of government p::>licy' was

tender~~ to the AAT. It was urged that this should be applied. Mr. Justice Smithers, on

the contrary, felt that there was much to be said for .the view that the, policy which ought

to be applied was the_ policy by r~ference to which the original deporta'tion order in the

case had been made. ReViewing the 'new policy' the Deputy President expressed distinct

reservations:

c
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Th~~e·- ~r~rafhs 'introduce a ne~ element of infiexibility in ,declaring a rule

applicable 'in almost all cases'. That, in "almost all cases concerning the

production, importation, distribution or trafficking of illegal drugs,

considerations arising from circumstances are to be outweighed, is certainly a

distinct change from the policy as previously expressed. There is a Draconian

tone in both these paragraphs not to be found in the [earlier] policy•.•• I

consider that there is a danger in inflicting injustice and hardship in cases of

various individuals if that policy is applied according to its terms. It is clear

also that I consider the deportation in this case would inflict injustice on the

applicant and be owressive.54

Mr. Justice Smithers made plain his view' that, though consistency was a virtue, it should

be sought by reference to policy 'only when the p:>licy has pissed the test of compatability

with good government and the best interests of Australia'.55 He recommended that the

deport~\io~.orderbe revoked; Anaiysing his decIsion, it "is pW:in thatrJalthough limite?? in (....

terms,,~Q the. facts of. the partiCUlar case, the observations based on statistical material

and on the injustice of double punishment to migrants for the sake of deterring others, led

Mr. Ju~t~ce Smithers to question the substance of the Ministeris policy itself. The Minister

had sta"ted that conviction of drug offences would 'in almost all cases' lead on to

deport;ti~~. "This approach, Mr. Justice Smither~ declared to be 'Dracon'lan'. Plainly it did
~~

not..innu~nce his decision and recommendation. The criteria of 'good government' and 'the

best ).~~er:!?t~ of Aust~alial provide little guidance of practical assistance for testing the

acceptability or otherwise of governmental or Ministerial policy in a particular case.". -'.'.

EffectiveJ~., ~ policy document (which it can be assumed was closely considered by the

Mini~t~r'-hi~setf)"was simply not 'followed. The result may be applaUded as a just decision

in the" CM~~' Th~ 'ideal or' justice in 'the individual case'56 may well have been achieved.

But th~ ~chievement~ maY'hav~ been at the cost of res~ct for the Minister1s views and his

desire for principled deciSion-making in the discretion reposed in him by

Parliament.Furthermore it could lead to variance from the consistent application of those

principles in those many cases which do not proceed to appeal to the AAT.

In August 1980 another Deputy President of the AAT, Mr Justice Fisher

delivered his decision in Jeropoulos.57 This was a case of a 'struggling' market gardener

who was one of 29 persons convicted of growing Indian hemp north of Adelaid~. Of the 29,

only 'one was Australian born. Jeropoulos and four others were the only persons who had

not become naturalised Australian citizens. He was sentenced to three years'

imprisonment but released on parole after ten months. A deportation order was made

against him. He appealed to the AAT. Mr. Justice Fisher approved and adopted the view
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enunciated in Drake No.2 that the Minister's policy would ordinarily be applied 'unless its

apl!lication tends to produce an unjust decision in the circumstances of the particular

case'. After stating in terms the 'new policy' of January 1980, the Deputy President

asserted that even if it were not open on a statement of policy to consider three basic

factors that should in his view be taken 'into account in deportation cases (the nnture of

the crime, the likelihood of rehabilitation and the risk of recidivism) they should still be

considered by the AAT to see whether, in their application, they would result in such an

injustice as required departure from the Ministers policy.

Mr. Justice Fisher felt that it was crucial that the AAT be satisfied that 'the

particular deportation is likely to have the" anticipated beneficial consequences t as a

deterrent. To stress the element of deterrence a very senior officer was called for the

Minister. He recounted the Minister's approach and the Section Head's view that the case

presented:

The opportunity to demonstrate with considerable -impact that the people of

Australia do not accept or condone behaviour of this nature.58

However Mr. Justice Fisher made a criticism of the p:>licy which, though in some way

special to the facts of the case, could have application to many or most migrants of this

class:

The significant fact disclosed by the evidence in this case was that of "2~ people

convicted of growinf; marihuana •.• only one was an Australian citizen by birth

and five were aliens. The balance appear to have acquired citizenship, and thus

immunity from deportation. It is thus not these offenders or even the majority

of these offenders who are liable to_be influenced by the deportation of the

applicant, but only that small group of aliens who have" not obtained Australian

cit~enship, in many instances because of their ignorance or illiteracy.59

Mr. Justice Fisher declared that his decision was an application of the Minister's p:>licy.

But, lest there be any dOJ,Ibt, he concluded:

If- however I am wrong in my interpretation of the new -policy and the correct

consequence "of applying the" policy is that the deportation order must be

affirmed -then in my vieW such application has worked an injustice in this

particular case. The injustice arises because there is, in my opinion, a

substantial disproportion between the detriment to the applicant, his wi-fe and
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children and the benefit to the community in consequence of the deportation.· ..o

In my opinion deportation is neither necessary nor approfX'iate for [the

protection o"f the 'Australian community against a particular individuall.60

In December 1980 in the case of Gallo6l. a similar case came before Mr. Justice Gallop,

DepltyPresident. The applicant was convicted of trafficking in Indian hemp am~.

sentenced to imprisonment for fo?r years. i\fter stating the .facts, his Horiour observe,d-in

. language that is perhaps more reminiscent of Drake No.1 than Drake No. 2 ~hat:

It is now well established that [the Minister's policy relating to the deportation

of persons convicted of. a criminal offence] should be observed and applied by

this tribunal in the exercise of the discretion to, review deportation orders.62

He then pointed out that the p:Jlicy statement did not plrport to distinguish between

different drugs. Referring to s~ntencing decisions of the courts, he stated .that it should

not be assumed that all illegal dr~gs are equally harmfuI.63 There was a similar

observation by Mr. Justice Smithers in Gungor when he expressed the view that:,

the. Australian people would make great distinction in general between the

supply of Indian hemp and the supplying of heroin.54

These 'comm"ents amount to a definite gloss on the Minister's p:Jlicy. As Mr. Justice Gallop
" -;. , . '.

says,tl}e'poUcy, in- terms, draws no such distinctions. It speaks simply and clearly of

'illegal'drugs'. In the result, after considering the factors set out in the policy statement

fWhi~h "~e,e~;n~t be r~garded' as compelling eithez: s~ngly or in combination!5 Mr~
Justice' Gallop recommended thatthed~portationorder be revoked Clearly he had given

weight to' the fact that the drug jny-olved in the ~ase was Indi.an hemp. No warrant for this .

approach could be drawn from the language of .the Minister's p:Jlicy.

In Saverio Barbaro, the President, Mr. Justice Davies, had to deal with the case

of an Italian farmer convicted and sentenced to three years' imprisonment as a result of

the discover.y of a large marihuana crop under cultivation on his p"0~rty.66 Mr. Justice

Davies received into evidence, against objection, the report of Mr. Justice Woodward as

Royal Commissioner into Drug Trafficking in -New S~'lUth Wales. He also referred to the

report of Mr. Justice Williams, who constituted the Federal Royal Commission of Inquiry

into Drugs. Clearly relevant in his Honour's view was his disbelief of the continued

protestation of innocence by Mr. Barbaro and his consequent failure to assist police to

discover the persons behind the large-scale trafficking in cannabis:
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The applicant has information which would be of value to the community and it

is offensive to the community that that information not be disclosed,

particularly as the information concerns the identity of the persons involved

with the organisation of which it has been said by Mr. Justice Woodward th!lt it

was. respon:;ible for the disappearance of Mr. Donald Mackay, a murder which

has yet to be~solved.67

Mr. Justice Davies compared the 1.978 and 1980 statements of ministerial policy. H~

concluded that the essence of both policies was 'that the facts of each particular case are

to be looked at upon their own merits and that all facts and matters relevant to 8

particular case are· to be considered'.68 In an elaboration of the policy sts"tement, Mr.

Justice Davies repeated his view fir~t stated in SergiS9' that a Gonsideration' releva~t to

the discretion under s.12. of the Migration Act was whether the person .was still Ian

immigrant' or, ·though. an alien, 'has become fUlly absorbed into the Australian c0.rnmunity'.

Despite the inClusion in ·the 1980 statement of the explicit p:Jli~y that it was.in the

interests of the 'Australian com~munity 'almost always' to remove persons who ~re involved

in the drug problem, Mr. Justice Davies'considered that it would be:

wrong to conclude that the issue as to the .~eportation of a criminal is to be

resolved merely by reference to that statement. Section 12 of the Migration
" -. ~ -",

Act confers a /,;liscretion to deport a person. who has -been convicted of a crime

of a certairt~haracter. That. section sets dow:n the law, the legislative

framework within which this review is to be ,~onsidered. In revising a ministerial

decision made un¢ler tho~e sections, Government policy is a relevant matter to

be -taken into .account but the Tribunal may not abrogate its duty to arrive at

-the correct or preferable decision simply by applying government policy. to the

fe,cts of the,case.70

Having pointed out that the 1980 policy statement did not seek to overbear humanitarian

considerations to ,Which it was the tribunal's policy to give due weight, Mr. ~~stice Davies

concluded ,in favour of affirming the Minister's decision for a number of st,at.ed ~e~sons.

He could not'make sfitm jUdgment that tlJere was little risk of recidivism. He c,ould not

overlook the applicant's continuing non~iSclosure of kno~ledge that would~ be ':Jseful to

law, enforcement authorities. DepoI"tationcou~dbe, useful in this 'very type of case' as a

deterrent to Calabrians who have been involved for many years in marihuana growing on a

large scale. It was only after citing these reasons. of his own that Mr. Justice Davies

adverted to his duty to 'give weight'· to the government's !;Ollcy for the reasons stated in

Drake No. 2.71
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In NEivistic the applicant was a Yugoslav convicted as a f.eSlllt of the discovery

of a crop of marihuana on his farm near Orsl').ge,. New South Wales. His wife Christa, a

German citizen, had four children by him, all Australian citizens. He was sentenced to

imprisonment -for six'years and after release on parole was ordered to-be deported. There

was no doubt of the hardship deportation would do to his family, none of whom had links

with Yugoslavia. His wife did not ·wish to return to a communist country or indeed to

Europe•. After recounting at length what he had said of the Minister's policy in Saverio

Barbaro, Mr. Justice Davies turned to the instant case;

[IJ f it were not for the government's policy on deportation, I may find in favour

of Nevistic: The term of imprisonment is likely to achieve a sufficient reform

in> Nevistic's outl.ook to ensure that, hereafter, he does comply with the

co~munity's laws. Thus, apart from the fact<?r of government. policy, the

balance may lie against deportation, though I could not say that clearly it would

so lie. "However, gov:rnment policy in this field .is a matter to whic::h significant

weight must be given•••. This policy finds expression in the ).980 statement

which the Minister of State, for Immigration and, Ethnic Affairs has tabled in

Parliament. The policy there stated gives considerable significance to the

desirability of deterring other persons. -••• If I were myself to formulate a

policy, I -think I would not give such weight to the factor of deterrence•.••

mmplementation-of the policy tends to operate in some cases as.anadditional
. ,,,,:i"

or double punishment.· 'And ·it so ol?crates· not with respect to the whole

. popUlation but only with respect to immigrants and aliens, 'many of whom suffer

from disadvantages resulting from migration, language problems and the like.

Moreover, I d-~Ubt that deterrence has a noticeable effect unless·the deportee is

a. member :of. ~n ethnic community, particularly involv,ed with the -partiCUlar

typ~ of offence. However, for the reasons enunciated -in '.~. Drake No.2, the

formulation of an overall policy for the deportation of criminalS is primarily a

function of the governmet:tt. :•. The -1980 policy for the del?ortation of criminals

is a policy properly formed in the'political context~ It is a policy which involves

. an area Where value judgments are required and where different views may

validly be taken. As the policy has properly been formulated in the political

context and is an exercise of political power and, also, as it is desirable that

there shOUld be consi~tency in decision-making, it is proper that I should give

weight to it. I would not decide this case by applying the precise terms of the

policy statement. Nor do I take the policy into account uncritically and without

regard to what I see is its limitations and problems. However, one of .the
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matters to which I should give weight is government \;Joliey and the substantial

effect of that policy is that -6 person in a position of Nevistic ~hould be

deported. Application. of that policy to Nevistic is not unjust or unduly harsh.

There are no particular factors operating in this case which would make it

wrong to give weight to the policy in this review.72

The Minister's decision was affirmed. A similar result was .reached by Mr. Justice

McGregor, Deputy President, in Tombuloglu in January 1981.73 The applicant was, a

Turk who pleaded guilty to selling Indian hemp.-Re.was sentenced to tmprisonment for two

years and two months. The Deputy' President accepted that his wife and children, who

preferred to stay in Australia, would experience hardship if he was deported and would

accompany him. An attempt was made to establish the unfavourable social conditions in

Turkey from the oral evidence of a witness who had visited Istanbul only for a fortnight

eight years before and from a 'recent edition .of the news magazine 'Newsweek'. The effect

of deportation on another 'woman and- a child of that relationship was' like;ly to occasion

'some. hardship'. But this could'not be given much weight:

[Tlo have entered into a relatio!1ship. ~here _s~e ha_s be.eq, jn effect" his

mistress, when he was, and. is, .both married a~d with a- family, .mus~,·a:~ay.s

have been anazardous enterprise anyway. Separation from her and the child

would cause him some hardship.74

Mr. Justice McGregor did oo.t express the doubts voiced by Justices Smithers, Fisher and

Davies concerning the general effectiveness of deterrence by. deportation:

Migrants who are tempted or disposed to enter into the kind of criminal

activities such as undertaken by the aeplicant are, in the oa,tional interest~ ID9st

firmly to be deterred•••• In my opinion the aspect of deterrence' is' of great

importance in,this,casej and the effect of deportation will operate significantly

·to dissuade others who are foolish enough to attempt in this fashion to-make

extra money' out of this~sordid trade. The Australian community'will be better

off without persons prone' to such offences. The..tribunal should, and I do,. accord

some weight to the Minister's decision. It is in my view also appropriate that, as

a matter of~policy, there--should be a moreser.ious view taken of some types of

crime than others; One'such category, of offences is the distribution and

trafficking ~n illicitdrugs. ••~ The. Australi~n public would not, in my view,

choose to acceptthis man as one of its member:; even if, in the result which

follows, i.e. deportation, his wife and children would also leave this country.

---~-~~--~---- - -- ----~ ---
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'i'-he deportation of the applicant wc;mld, I consider, be a significant deterrent to

migrants not only iri areas where his activities have been well known but to

migrants generally who are minded to commit such breaches of the law.75

No mention is made, nor any reference-given, to the reservations of other presidential

members of the AAT about the effecti~eness of deterrence. No observations are offered

on the effect of .deterrence on migrants from the particular country or province to which,
this applicant would -be -expelled. No distinction is made, as Justices Smithers and Gallop

proposed, between types of illegal drugs. Mr. Justice McGregor obviously accepted more

wholeheartedly than the other presidential members of the AAT the policy of the

Minister, the likelihood of effec~ive deterrence and the unacceptability of 'trafficking in

illicit driigs i described as a class.

IIi' Piscioneri76 the President, Mr. Justice Davies, had to deal with yet

anoth'er case of a Calabrian 'convicted as a result 'of the discovery that -he was growing

marihuana, sentenced- to imprisonment for three years and then ord~red to be deported.

The facts were similar to Saverio Barbaro from lil~ecision ifl--wffleh the President cited

exterisively~ '£t was necessary to give weight to the policy or' the government 'which

favours the deterring of other persons from committing ~rim.es of a like nature':

If such deterrence is to be given weight, this is the type of case to which it is

, m~st applicable. Calabrians have been involved in marihuana growing on a large

'-'scale for many years and any step that may serve to inhibit like activhy in the

future is in the pUblic interest. 77

In suminar~.ing the reasons for his decision to affirm the Minister's deportati~n order, Mr.

Justic~ Davies 'concluded thus:"

The "applicant arrived in Austt."~lia in May 1951 and has been in this country

during- most C?f the period since'. His parents, brothers and sisters are in this

-country•••• He was described by witnesses as a 'good man' and 'hard worker' for

which descriptions' there' -would, I think, be reasonable justification. .••

I would not think it proper to deport him were it not for his continuing

non-disclosure, his possible financial obligation to a cla~destine organisation,

his membership and involvement with the ethnic group which has caused such

harm to the community' and, lastly, the government,'~ policy. However these

factors seem to me to weigh the balance in favour of deportation'.78
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True it is, the government's policy is not overlooked. But in the listed reasons for the

ultimate decision advanced by his Honour, it -is the last to be recorded. It would seem that

in reaching the decision to affirm the Minister's order, the President of the AAT was more

decidedly influenced in concluding that the order was the 'right or preferable decision' not

by the" simple application of any blanket policy:concerning deportation of -migrant drug

o'ffenders but by considerations which were in no way mentioned in the governmental

policy. As in Saverio Barbaro it is plain that Mr. Justice Davies was influenced- more

powerfully by the conclusion he had reached, from the reading of -Mr. Justice Woodward's

report, that Piscioneri was continuing to withhold information concerning the serious

criminal activities:

[Tlhe applicant has,- in my view, knOWledge of ,the -organisation of which Mr,.

Justice Woodward reported and it is a continuing affront to the community. that

he does not disclose this knOWledge which would be useful for the· lo.w

enforc'ement authorities. 'A 'community left with·'the' problem of· the un'solved

murde(ofDonald ~ackay and with continuing criminal activities involving or

relating' to drugs 'cannot be "unconcerned ·'that 'thete are,'persons:"in the

community with knowledge which is not im parted. The appli'canL'may, choose

not to disclose relevant information .... and-'hemay fear 'harm shoUld he-make'

that disciosure. Nevertheless, I cannot treat him 'as a person who waS':involved

simply in' an J,s61ated offence unconnected with other criminal activities. The

connection between the plantation ... 'and other criminal activity .has been

shown by Mr. Justice Woodward's .Report. It is detrimental to the community's

interests that the applicant continues to tell lies about the events in which he

·was involved.79

The 1a'test decision in this series is that of ME-'. Justice Fisher in Vincenzo' Barbaro'.80.

This decision was delivered in March 1981. The applicant had been found guilty by, a jury

and convicted of a charge of supplying Indian hemp. He was sentenced,to' imprisonment

for three years~ .H~ was the youngest of the Barbaro family. Like syvfrio Barbaro; 'at the
trial and before' the' AAT, he protested his innocence with ,a story which the.. Deputy

President, descrihedas 'full of discrepancHes and itnprobabilities'.81

Mr. Justice Fisher· received,over objection, the new statement of, ministerial

policy and the reports of the Woodward and Williams Royal Commissions.· He exam.ined

the indicia that the applicant was· more deeply involved' in the drug enterprise than as a

farm labourer. Such a view was not, he held, justified on:the'evidence. Endorsing' the

views in Nevistic cited above, went on to comment on the Minister's policy as qisclosed in

the new policy statement:

--~-~---~~~~--~~~~~---------
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[I] feel to apply the policy ••• to the applicant and his family for the purpose of

. attempting to deter otherS and particularly- ,others in likecircumstarices to

himseU, is unduly harsh and -not necessarily. productive of benefit to the

Australian community.... I.would wish to be reasonably satisfied that the risk

'of deportation was likely to inhibit a mig~.~n~ from succumbing to temptation or

persuasion. This ,is especially the case if. a migrant is vul!1erable to pressure by

reason of im pecuniosit~ or oth~rwise. ~y ~oncern has bee~. ~hat a more likely

consequence ,is that _prior to becoming inv~lyed in illegal activ,ities most

migrants who are eligible will first acquire A~stralian citizenship. Evidence in

this matter confirms that my c<?!1~ern was justi.fied. The names of two persons

were by consent told to .me, each of whom has been charged with rela tion to a

pI8l1:tation. in the Canberra region. T~ey were under observatiof\ on the property

prior to -planting marihuana but .when they were arrested it was ascertained that

they had taken out citizenship SUbsequent to. the initial:observation. Secondly,

, where a person is to ~e deported for an ulterior purpose, namely for.~h~ purpose

-oLinfluencing 'others, it seems proper and just for this to be effecte~ in the

circumstances where there is minimal detrim~nt ,to innocent p!lrtie!,>.... The

Minister's p:>licy statement ••• identifies a number of matt~.rs which 1 agree

J!lust'be given consideration and, in the approach I have adopted t9 the matter,

placed .in the scales. They are all matters containing a substantial element of

compassion 05il1umanity and which were taken. intoaccDunt prior to their

inclusion·in the policy. That document indicates that it is government policy to

-. take,' them into account but neither singly nor in ~o.mbination are they

necessarily to be regarded as compelling circumstances.82

In the result, Mr. Justice. Fisher reached the conclusion that there was 'a SUbstantial

disproportioClJ bet~een the detriment to the apP!icanPs wife fUld children and the benefit

of deportation 'to the Au.stralian community'.' Applying the words of Mr. Justice Smithers

in Gungor he 'c'<mcluded th,at it. wss not II}ec~ssary and appropriate to im[X>se deportation

for the 'protection of the Australian community' in the case of th~ appli~ant. He

recommended_ that tl"!e 'order be ·revol<:ed~ Mr. Justice Fisher wasp.ainly sceptical about

the effectiveness of the Minister1s p::llicy of deterrence. Even with-a Calabrian, who would

have the merit of taking the message of deportation back to that piI't of Italy which the

evidenc'e disclosed has been intimately 'connected with illegal drug growing in Australia,

the likely result of the government's policy, when it became known, was not deterrence

either in Calabria or generally. Rather it was likely to expedite the processes of

citizenship application which would take migrants and their families beyond the

inconvenient reach of "the Minister's deportation discretion.
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A review of this series of deportation decisions discloses a number of

conclusions. The first is the variety but similarity of the relevant facts both as to the

detail of the offences-and as to the migrant's links with Australia in the several~a5es.The

patient examination of the evidence and the. flexible approach,taken to the admission of

relevant evidence shows the AAT at its bl;!:st in upholding the ideal of individualised justice

in administrative review. Secondly, the deference paid to the mInisterial statement of

p:>licy appears to vary in part by the conception which the several Deputy Presidents ,have

concerning the extent to which they should stray from it, in part the connotation they

severally give to its language of generality and. in part by the simple consideration of

whether, according to their own value system,. they concur 'with it. It is fairly plain that

Mr. Justice Smithers found at least' some ·elements of the new policy unacceptable.

'Draconian' was the expression he applied to it upon its late tender before him in, Gungor.

Mr. Justice'-Fisher questioned the :vital assumption, in it that deportation would be an

effective deterrent to migrants generally. According to him ·it would' fall ,unequally, upon

the poorly educated who did n~tcure, their vulnerable po,sition by ..,securing _cjtJzensbip•.

Justices Smithers and Gallop were not· prepared to accept the absolutist approf!.ch9f.tJ:le

Minister's p:llicy statement, lumping all illegal drugs in the one objectionable basket. Mr.

Justice Smithers felt the Australian community would draw a distinction betw~_E!nJn,dian,

hemp and heroin•. Mr. Justice Gallop drew that distinction for himself on .the··basis of

jUdicial pronoun,cements 'relevant to'criminal~sentencing._,Mr:;-Jus~_~ce'McGregor~.al?Pears

more Wholeheartedly' to have accepted'.-gov.ernment p:>licy•. He" entertains nqd:'!v~dent

doubts about the effectiveness· of ·a.. resolute application of the, policy to dete.r,,migrants

generally from such offences., Clearly he accepted the'~.p:>,licy on its face and, dr!:,!w, no

distinction between illegal drugs, of. different kinds..-The"President, Mr. Justice_Davies,

committed full-time to the daily operation of:theAAT, appears. to walk the middle line.

Faithful to the, instructions '..of the Federa~" Court ·in:·Drakehecneither. ignoresc..or

mechanically applies the minister~al policy. ·He ~ives it.tweight', .though generally, las~~,JQ-.

the listed -considerations to which he pays'attention in reaching his view of the .-'right,..or

preferable 'decision'. In __ aIl the decisions, words of generality recur. Referenc~.. ~ m.ade,.to·

'good'government' or "the best interests of Australia'. The 'protection of the ,Australian

commtmityl aI!d·,:'suitability for membership'of the Australian community' recur .repeatedly

: leitmotifs in the verbal resolution of the right decision in, th~ part~cularcase.
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The sample is small. The facts of 'particular cases are",different.·in ,significant

respects. Bufetlough may have been -recorded to' show that there is.a degree of

ambivalence -among the Deputy Presidents of'the AAT concerning -the precise way in

which the ministerial statement of (X>Iicy is to be considered. Each, ,refers to it. Each

takes it "into account'. None applies it un~ritically. None specifies- precisely the weight he

has assigned to it, though Mr. Justice Davies comes closest in Nevistic ,in .his statement

that but· for the -policy, heshduld not have concluded in favour, of. deportation. The

enthusiasm'of -the- Dep..1ty Presidents for the -policy. statement in. its generality clearly.

varies, ranging' from Mr. Justice McGregor's apparent, endorsement· of ,its terms to Mr.

Justice Fisher's 'scepticism about the effectiveness of its. major premise and i\t1r. ,Justice

Smithers' denunciation of aspects of it as 'Draconian'. Perhaps no greater ..degree! of

consistency- can 'be expected in' the 'business of individualised justice performed by a

tribunal, c'onstituted by judges accustomed to 'resolute action, strong opinions strongly

expressed, and the. traditions of judicial independence. The·fact remains that when applied

to revlewo"fgovernment policy! 8'TlUmber of special problems are disclosed. It is to these.

that I 'now turn~

FOUR PROBLEMS

.'Democratic Theory. The chief cause of anxiety on the part of observers :of the

AAT ',:exPerimentis the toleration of an acknowledg~d review by an independent tribunal

of the' fcir'mulatedand lawful policy of an elected government. Clearly, the concern ,must

be pif"in --perspeCtive~'The reasoned decisions of the· AAT, now over a period .of more -than

four years.disclosEfthat a 'great many'cases involve lit-tleor no element of government

policy~ Many of" the-IIi follow perfectly orthodox lines with which lawyers are well familiar.

Most~turn on the ftiller ascertainment offac;1S, .in .which the AAT frequently has decided
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tribunal is apolitical. It is adjudicative. Above all, it is:

not linked to the chain 'of responsibility from Minister to government to

parliament.86
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The sample is small. The facts of -particular cases are" _different.·in ,significant 
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The Federal Court in Drake declined to state any general rule as to how: far the- AAT

should go in its review of clearly stated government policy. But if there are no clear

limits in law, save those that must be drawn by inference from the nature and functions of

the AAT, the scope of the AAT to question, criticise, elaborate, vary and depart from

government policy, openly and lawfully stated, is very great indeed~

Commenting on this novel jurisdiction, Sir Zelman Cowen told a conference of

parliamentary committees involved in the scrutiny of delegated legislation:

It is 8- matter of great concern, particularly in 8 democratic system that our

institutions operate under great pressure.•0. [T] he pressures under which

legislatures work give them but limited time to consider important aspects and

elements of the legislation presented to and required to be considered'by them.

The preSsures on governments and ministers are formidable 'and ~o too are the

pressures and conditions under which officials work. The argument about the

very-wide scope of the. jurisdiction entrusted to the new Administrative Appeals

Tribunal takes this into--·ac~ount; it is said that the Tribunal can examine

carefully ·and without coinpara!;Jle pressures and restrictions than a Minister or

official may have to resolve much more quickly with less information available

to him. You may wish to ppnder the implications of authorising the rep~~ement

of a minist,Jal or governmental policy with that of a jUdicial. ,more

accurately a quasi-jUdicial officer.87

Many readers of the deportation decisions of the AAT may be led to a conclusion tha~js

critical of the particular government poli.cy in question. It may be seen- as naive- and bElS~~t ..

upon a collection of false premises: that- migrants constitute a large proportion of)h~

drug trade in Australia, that deporting alien migrants will have a significant 'deterre.r1.t·

effect and-that there is no distinction in fact, or in the popular mind, betwe,en"nl~8:~1

drugs of differing kinds. But when an unelected tribunal begins to evaluate, elabor~t;e~.

criticise;di'stinguish and even' ignore particular aspects of a ministeriar statement openly. - - . .
arrived at 'and -even·tabled in the Parliament,the lines of responsible gp"ernm~nt' h~ye

become -blurred~ True it is, .the Minister may have the remedy available t<? himo:-He :can

clarify a 'lawful policy -to make his'- intentions plainer. He can propose to Parliament ~h.e

amendment of the Migration Act to modify the present deportation discretion at least in
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cases of drug 'offences.Bilt the' very pressures which 'are' upon parliaments', today and the

desirablity that they 'should not become lost in the minutiae' of 'administration; to say

nothing of political conSiderations that may 'make"a -full.:.scale- parliamentary debate

untimely or unwelcome, suggest that clarifying particular aspects of government policy by

detaiied legislation is neither' feasible' nor' desirable. The -symptoms which Professor Reid

has called 'judicial impe"rialismf88 onc~ discerned by the administration are more likely

to provoke quite a different response. If the- AAT is perceived to be questioning strongly

held and laWful government policy, it may "occasionally, by its reasoned jUdgment"lead

officials and even Ministers to the point of modifying' or even abandoning that policy.

More fr'equenlly, the response is'likely to.be a frustration with the AAT,'a feeling that it

has over-stepped the proper bounds of an unelected body and a determination to retaliate

either by limiting its jurisdiction to inconsequential matters (largely free of policy) or

even, in the migration area~ of rejecting its decisions, framed as they 'are ,in the forn:t of a

recommendation•

.If the long-run aim for the AAT· is still the establishment in Australia of a

general Federal administrative tribunal to bring together to independent review a wide

varie~y 6i appeals ,against administrative decisions in the Commonwealth's sl?here, it

see~s'l?lain that a clearer delineation of the AAT's role in the review and application of

gove-rnm~n(policy will be necessary. There would certainly 81?pear to be merit in the

AA'ri~"'facility.to hav00me government I?olicy identified and clarified. Not least in

deportation decisions, this has already been a beneficial result of the AAT's operations.

Statements of policy went' through three drafts in as many years. Furthermore, the

facility"" to' ~orrlment" upon government policy when it 'operates in an 'oppressive,

di~c~iinl~at6r{ or oth'erwise unjust manner189 is also surely a usefUl and beneficial

advahtage"of AAT' procedures. As the AAT develops' its expertise, it will have many useful

co~rrle~ts to"make, helpfUl' -to goo.d administra.tion in 'Australia. Its detailed study of

indiVid'~al cases' will aid the 'identification' of pr,oblems which even a sincere and dedicated

offici81 may not have foreseen and considered. Furthermore, the symbiosis between the

expert 'departmental official and the external generalist tribunal is one traditional in so

many: institutions' of' Eng,lish-speaking countries.! cannot believe that the 'Bland

Committee's report is to be preferred and that the AAT 'should be reduced to a mute body

completely unable' to express opinions on government policy, silent in the face of

injustice.90
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But the problem with the current arrangements is that they do not confine the

AATs role to one of an external critic and commentator. On the contrary, the Federal

Court has made it clear in Drake that the AAT must not abdicate its own separate rO,le of

reviewing lawful government policy. Whilst giving such policy an unidentified lweight' the

.AAT is to consider the propriety and acceptability of such policy according to no clearer

principle than whether it leads to the 'correct or preferable' decision in the facts Of the

case.

An Emerging Dichotomy. A second problem which I foresee is a practical one.

Elsewhere, I have identified the difficulty that could ar~se if, limiting, itself to an

approach to' acceptable evidence akin to' that 'adopted in the courts, the' AAT refrained

from taking -into account the whole rang,e of hearsay and other evidence which the original

decision-maker would act upon in reaching his' conclusion.91 In part, this diffiCUlty

appears to have been' overcome in the more recent 'experience of the AAT. The

immigration decisions alone deTonstrate the flexibility of the tribunal in the receipt of

material which almost certainly would not have been accepted in a court of law. Royal

Commission, .reports, statistical 'material on migrant crime and even a journalistic

description of socialconditfons in Turkey in a news magazine have been accepte~. i~to

evidence because they' were' considered relevant. In, the past'year, the tribunal hf;l.s .also

made notable step; towards greater informality of proc,e,edings, more' beneficial use of

preliminary hearings and telephone conferences to overcome the problem of. resolving'

matters in a large country and in a tribunal without power to order costs.

Now, however, ,a different potenti!il dichotomy emerg.es in many ways. ll).~re

dangerous for"the effective operation of ,the AAT as an educator of the Commonw,ealth '

administration'and:as a body laying downstan,dards to be observed by Federal officie)s'}llt

the couriter'.'The review by Professor Pearce o~ the duty of Commonwealth officials In

responding to ministerial or ,governmental policy, within broad statutory:; discretio~s

conferred upon them by Parliament, is' so rece1!t that it needs no. repetition~~}, :AI,th~ugl1.

there, has emerged a difference of view concerriing the ,legal obligation and ~ntitle~E7~t o.~..
public servants when subJect to 'ministerial dictation193 the balance -.of op~ni9n",in .th,~ "

present High Court, (Mr~ Justice Mason to, the contrary) would appear to, uIJl1:01d ,th~
o ' , '.,' ",'." ,..•... , ...

propriety of, ,the, public servant, eve~ with ,'a specific statutory discretion" p,erformiTlg"'his

duties so as to comply with, lawful ministerial or governmental policy.94 rurther~~re,
Pearce is surely right, when he says:
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It is highly 'improbable that -a pUblic servant will refuse to comply with a

ministerjal directive and it would undermine our system of government if such

ail event were to occur 'with any frequency•••• A pUblic servant is, and probably

should be, governed by his Minister. This being-- so, it seems unwis~ -to.-1alk of

.him ·as exerciSing an independen~discretion.9-5

Respect for· the conventions of responsible government, the desire for normal career

survival, if not advancement, and knOWledge that in the -end a government can usually get

its way, ensures compliance by l'T!0st public servants with ,clearly ,slated and lawful

ministerial policy. Often, of course, the officials have themselves taken an importsJ.1t part

in the' f~rmulation of that policy. But even where they have not and even where they.

personally disagree with it. 'and 'even where they may have, in form,s.n independent

statutory discretion, the political reality that .ought not to be ignored is that such, I:Olicy

wilL u'suallybe complied with. Furthermore, the balance of legal opinion in Australia

would'seem to suggest that this ~ how it ought to be.

Any disparity between the approach to policy taken by the AAT,'and the

approach taken by officials, including officials with an independent statutory discretion,

dirninisJ:les the'value 9f the AAT as an instructor of the.administration. If officials feel

bounp'to ~omplY.with clear governmental policy but the AAT is at large and "may criticise,

modify~ el~borate 'and even ignore such pollcy, it is' clear that a dangerous division of'

governmental practice may emerge. The result will be more than inconsistency :in

decision-making. It will be decision-making that encourages appeals to the AAT. But such

appeals will-riot result in su're clarification of proper conduct by 'government officials.

Instead" they will invite 'the substitution for ministerial policy consistently anp faithfully

observed,by officia1s~·of a curial procedure in which~,such policy is. 'taken into acco~nt' but

independently: and. critically assessed, before any .decision is, made as to whether or no~ to,

apply it in the part-icular case. Some inconsistency between the more mechanistic and

inflexibleaI?proach. to·government'po1icy-~by pUblic ser.vants and ,the more independent,

critical review of policy by an independent tribunal may.be both inevitable and desirable.

Indeed, it may ~e the very reason for· promoting an. ex-ternal system of individua.lised·

justice such as the AAT offers. 'But too' 'g'reata disc~rdance between the approach in ·the

tribunal and the approach in the departmental office will undermine the value of the AAT,

at least in the eyes of those public servants who can only in the .most grave and

exceptional circumstances feel thernselve.s as free as the AAT is to question, criticise and

dersrt from clearly established governmental policy, plrticularly when laid down by their

Minister.
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Tribunal Constitution and Procedures. In the wake of the Federal Court's

decision in Drake, it was acknowledged that the AAT, although bound to review

government p:>licy and entitled to reject it and even substitute for it, is not by it~

constitution or procedures well equipped to do this task. It is an adjudicative and not a

representative body. ~arge policy questions, in particular, can rarely be moulded into even

approximately feither-or' forms. They tend to be better dealt with in a legislative or some

other kind of representative authority : the more '[XJlycentric' they are the less

susceptible they may, be to a litigious institution and adversary procedures. Yet this is the

institution and these, by and large, are the procedures of the AAT. The proposaJ:i of the

Kerr Committee to include representatives of the relevant administration, in the AAT~6

were rejected by the Bland Committee. They have not been adopted in the form the AAT

has taken, although members have been appointed with special skills, includin~ those of

former members of the Commonwealth administration. The Administrative Review

Council has favoured the approach of the Bland Committee, ':lrging that:

Provisions should ~erierallY not be made for the appointment of public servants

serving in the department whose decisions will be reviewed under the

jurisdiction in question'.97 "

However, the absence of a repre?entative composition of the tribunal and indeed the

positive rejection of t~" notion, in the Ac·t renders t~e tri~unal far less competent~to.

perform any thoroughitoing, syste'matic and satisfactory review of policy than m!ght h~ve

been the case had a representative rather than a jUdicial-coI'fl~sition been foUowe~.

Moreover, the procedures of the AAT permit a superficial app~oa~.!l,9~ly ;t?
{X)licy review. Although the Kerr Committee favoured the provision of a.'~ese:?t~~,',,'

unit98, and although a little use is made of the small secretariat of th~ A~mi~'ist~a"~-i~~'"
.'_...'--'""., --.-" . .-.-... .-;,:,,,,.:,.

Review Council, no proper resources exist to-permit the kind of revie~.pf. POlt~ tJ:l~t.

would be regarded as rUdi~entary in a Department of State in a ·~~t~~~.;;u~~:·.~B.$',' ' '

deportation criteria. Moreover, the procedures of the AAT and its proper' concentration

upon resolving .tjle dispute between the parties before it, limit its capacity to perform the

widespr.ead; and 'irttensiveconsultation with relevant experts, community g.roup."~nd th.e
. ". ',' ('.::. -;-~

generalpubUc ··that are' 'increasingly .considered Importa'nt in many, !1rea~- ~f'-m'ode"iri

administration. '~he tribunalTs ne~essa['y ,ap:>1itical stance prevenb> -its" h·~vi:ng. c<?~t~~~ W\(h

party political organisation~, although ,~hese,. quite frequently! ,Will have ~e\eYB,nt:a,nd ~·~en

sometimes. decisive v.iews ab:out policy issues. The fact that these views may be

considered' irrational, unjust and V?~~mg7headed ~i1l nota~ter i~ ~h~ S?ghte~t t~~)nnu~~~e
they'will have u{X)n the policy of governments and hence the administration of that policy

by public servants brought up in a tradition of loyalty, within the law, to their Minister

and to the government of the day.
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In short,. though the Federal court~l'~fedlnDrake a substantial jXlwer and

duty of independent r.eview 11.)1 '[~ .>f government p'licy, it has to be ackn~wledged

that the AAT is singularly ill-equipped to perform that function, except in a super~icial

way and then only at the margins and in the circumstances presented by andillustrnted in

particular litigation. These limitations on the AAT are well recoftOised by those

administrators who are constantly involved in policy formulation, criticism and review.

They are likely to look askance"at any significant ventures by the AAT into ,policy

fo~mulationJ especially where existing p:>licy is clearly formulated and has beenrsllbject of

parliamentary, Cabinet, Ministerial or party political: discussion.. A .claIm to an

·independent assessment of government policy; -if it is tc? be in any way realistic, should be

accompanied by procedures and other means that will assure the .review of some measure

of reality. Otherwise what is being claimed is more than. what can in truth be expected.

Without a. representative composition, independent research fac.ilities, procedures for

widespread consultation and political inp,lts, the assertion that the AAT should conduct its

own independent assessment of~government policy and the contemplation that it .may on

occasion even substitute its OW~ policy for the lawfUl policy of the elected .government

must appear bold in the extreme. In a realistic recog-nition .of .its limitations, the AAT,

whilst acknowledging as it must the claim, has generally contented itself with 'taking into

account' the government policy. Particular details have been questioned,. varied or even

negated •. But "C? effort has been fssayed so far to present an entirely new and different a
p:>Iicy. Perhap; in time, by the traditional procedures of the common law, new (Xllicies

will emerge,confiicting in material -respects with the ministerial policy. If this happens it"

will force ,the Minister to the traditional means by which jUdicial ohduracy is corrected,

namely .legislation. Possibly ·the ministerial policy will i.tself be modified, with the

advantage of the AAT critique. Certainly, the deportation policie.s h~vealready c~anged

twice ass. result of the AAT.litigation, 'though generally in directions designe9 to make

ever more clear to the tribunal the firmness of tne Minister's r~solve in the deportation of

drug offenders..

It would be a misfortune for litigants .and for the AAT itself if the assertion of

the independent scrutiny of government p:>licy were taken too much at -face value. A body

which asserts the claim to review policy but lacks the personnel and resources to do so in

a satisfactory manner is bound, in the end, to fall victim to criticism from all sides.

Either it will be said to have falsely raised expectations which it is unable or unwilli':l~ to

meet. Or it will be said to have claimed a power which ought not ri~hUy to belong to it

and which in any case it is only ever able to fulfil in a superficial and somewhat haphazard

way.
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JUdicial Prestige. The suggested dangers of involving the judiciary in the review

of administrative policy have been cited. The opinion of the Chief Justice of Victoria did

not find favour in the New Zealand, New South Wales or Western Australian reports on

review of administrative decisions. All of these favoured jUdicial involvement, though

admittedly in ways which did not so assertively bring the judiciary into. the pUblic

evaluation of government policy 'IS has occurred in the AAT. The debate about the r.ote of

judges in non~traditional areas -is a lively one in Australia. It has generated many recent

commentaries both from judges themselves99 and from political scientists.lOO

Closest attention of aU must be paid to the opinion that the involvement of the judiciary

in a routine procedure, that results in the making of controversial jUdgments, which 'are

!.X'litical in the wide sense of that term may cause actual damage to'the jUdicial function.

The concern here, is less with the loss of personal prestige for the holders of jUdicial office

than with the diminution in the effectiveness of the jUdiciary which relies overwhelmingly

upon pUblic c~nfidence for obedience of its orders. Profe5::!or Gordon Reid has written of

the 'dangers for a fearlessly independent judiciary,lOI _involved in controversial

activities,traditionally those' of" the executiv·e. The Chief Justice of South Australia-~

whilst not adopting too-narrow an approach' to' the Use of juq:;es, ha's recently cautioned:'

Policy in the area'of govemment and public administration is for the executive'

and the legislature, not for the judiciary. But there are times' when' the

government conSiders that· a particular' jUdge possesses special qualities which'
~ ":.

make it desirable for him to take part it) the formulation ,of policy in som'e are~

of public administration. These qualities may arise from some special stUdy' 'Qr

experience in the area, or merely from the judg.es' particular terri,pera:ineIi!~·

character and general experience of life. In this situation, I thi~·. tlJat":any'

possible involvement in party political or other" public controversy is ,to 'be

scrup.xlously avoided. Judges tindertaki!1g such a t--eking must recognise.( .that}t; "+'.
'lies outside the scope of the judicial function. If contro~ersy r~suolts;::-'it fq~y,

tend to undermine pUblic confidence in the impartiality of the.iudi~iarj)P.2

Comments, of- this- kind reflect the deeply' entrenched view" inherent in the' ~,Ustrali.an

constitutional arrangements, concerning the proper respecti~e,fUJlctions' ~f."t~e'.,.vari(;:)lj~,

arms of government.. ' The total embrace of Montesquieu's fundamentalism ,is scarcely

likely in Australia.. Ttle" use of judges outside the courtrooms is' too,-lqng ,a~d too -firmly

established, for this. 'Furthermore,-even a ,determination that the use 'of jUdges in a body

such as the AAT may,- to ,some extent, 'damage' judicial prestige is, not conclusive of the

debate. Judges could'depart from the AAT.and· under its present statute, the (X'oblem of

reviewing policy would not depart with them. Furthermore,
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as Professo,r Julius Stone has pointed out, some diminution -in judicial prestige may be

considered to be outweighed by the increase in social efficiency resulting from the use of
jUdges:

We shoul? stop short of converting an 'ideal- type' [of the jUdiciaryl into 8 rigid

prescription•••• On the problems which most vex lawyers the argument for an

'ideal type' usually has. to admit that concretely the ideal type is not usually

found but. merely an approximation to it. For instance, granted that the

Tpoly~entricl question whether a 40-hoUf week should be introduced in this

country'is 'ideally' inapt for judicial determination, two considerations prevent

this being necessarily decisive. The 'judicial'process, insofar as the interests

con~erned trust it more, may still be the most efficient way of handling the

question. Even if this might somewhat damage. j~dicial prestige, we still have to

weigh the degree of social efficiency against the damage to jUdicial prestige.

-The decision made when these are weighed is on~ of ~, not a mere

inference from the nature of adjudication. Th~ fact is ••• tHat there are

'polycentric' elements in much of the most staple and important jUdicial

~usiness. This is daily seen is appellate court development of the law and

testified to by accepted juristic thought. 103

The A~TIs differ~nce fr~ ordinary judicial functioning may be more one of degree than

of kind. ~he assertion to· review government policy may be more -remarkable for its frank

discI~sure than' fqrits" existence. Nevertheless the fact remains that the assertion of such

a role; rather than the interstitial practice of it, will inevitably raise anxieties and invite

scrutiiiy" in "8 way' th!it does not generally happen in the courts. Concern about loss of
judicial prestige and public confidence in the judiciary arising from a handful of AA:T

decisions involving scrutiny of govemment PJlicy ~eems misplaced. But there are limits.

q-overnmental and· ministerial perceptions of the 'proper constitutional role of judges in

the controversial areas of p:>licy that may come before the AAT are likely to suffer

serious damage if there is too frequent, too radical and too assertive a review of lawful,

formulated government p'licy. Ther"e are limits to tolerable jUdicial creativity, whether in

the courts or in tribunals such as the AAT:

Individuals and governments are not prepared to entrust their destinies to the

whim of- a few persons who will determine their controversies in accordance

with their individual beliefs and principles. But they will entrust them to judges

who will decide in accordance with the law. It is the proper role of the courts to

apply and develop the law in a way that will lead to decisions that are humane,
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practical and just, but it would eventually be destructive of the authority of the

courts if they were to put social or political theories of their own in place of

legal principles.! 04

These observations may, with greater fQrce, apply where the 'social and political theories

of their own' are 007 worked out in traditional ways, interstitially and overwhelmingly in

private-litigation but are asserted as a legal right of the judicial officer in litigation, one

party to which is, always the governme~t. Even more astonishing to the lay mind ~rought

up -in the traditions ,?f judicial deference will be a head-on conflict with a carefully

farmur,Bted and perfectly lawful policy of the Minister reached after thorough inquiry and

consideration by him of expert, community and political representations.

CONCLUSIONS

A criticism .. co~':J1:~n!y ex~ressed by non-lawyers of the role of jUdges, courts

andJ~wyers in pU?lic::ad~inistration i~.~hat they are overly concerned with Co.rm, with fair

play an~)ust Pfoce~urE!s and ,inadequatE:lly concerned with administrative skill, cheapness,

informality and efficiency and ·the. merits of the caSe. IDS Now, in the AAT, th~
jUdicialisation of Australian administration has gone a step further. But the ~riticisms now

voiced are different. Now, it is said, the lawyerts claims are too bold. Examination of the

merits has included examination of the mer~ts ~f official government policy and pUblic

criticism of and variance from that policy in ways which loyal pUblic servants woul~ Qot.. .

dream of. The problem Jacing the AAT in the scrutiny of governmental policy is not a

local dilemma arising only out of the "language of the Administrative Appeals Trib~nal

Act. It is one inherent in any mode.rn procedure for administra'tive review. in~penden~. of

the political government and permanent bureaucracy.

T,he . growth of the number and compleXity of administrative:-,~~dsions,

frequently made under legislative language of great generality, invites, for co~~i~tcncy's

sake, policy .~idelines, some of them made at a very. ~i~h l~vel. Once the~::,d~Ji-sion' was

taken to stray from the. orthodox ,and well marked path of j~di~i~l,-re.v,~~~;'to the

development of a 'general administrative tribunal with powe~ ex~en~Ing:~~~~~~ie~.. on the
- .1'" -:H~ "ul,~IIf~"lI:'"" " --

merits, the consideration of the merits of government l?olicY'abseHtstatutory,provisions

to the contrary, became likelY. It might have b~~n ,possible in·the Dr~ke ~.~~~ -'for the view

to be taken ,that, .compatibly with ,the, duty of the ori~i~al de~ision-n;;a.kerto~~mply with

lawful. ministerial.dire~tions,so tile AAT~ in its reyi~;", :~hould h~ld:,'it~~i'f bound to do so

out of deference for the principles of responsible go~e~nmerit.·This; vie'w' was not taken.

The High Court of Australia declined an opportunity to ul?hold such a view when it refused

;'. 
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special leave to appeal from the decision of the Federal Co'urt in the Drake c8se.l 06

The Federal Court's ruling stands. The AAT is obliged independently to review government

policy and not to abdicate this function.

The debate about policy in' the AAT may have the beneficial effect of

expe?iting the .debate about policy in the ordinary courts. Teachers of jurisprudence in

this century have long encouraged the open acknowledgement of the creative ioie of

jUdges in law~aking.107 Increasingly, the judiciary itself has come to acknowledge this

role and, hence, its function of evaluating policy choices \vhere these are equally open to

the judiciary in resolving 8 iegal disput-e. Lord' Reid has denounced· the 'fairy tale' that

judges merely declare the lawl08, and has (;penly acknowledgc"d the policy choices

especially before appellate courts.I°9 Other jUdges prefer to base their opinions on

justifications of 'public policy', the 'public interest', the general benefit of the community

Ilnd s.i~ilar words of general connotation. l1O In Australia, a series o'f cases.in the High

Court in recent years has seen the courf grappling with important issues of policy.

Som~times individual jUdges have declined to alter settled rules of law precisely because

of the existence of inadequate procedures and resources to effect comprehensive legal

refor~. T~~ language used is apt for the predicament of the AAT with its asserted power

and responsibility to review policy:

[T] here are more powerful reasons why the Court should be relu.ctant to engage'

. -'In [moulding the common law to meet new conditions and circumstances] • The

,Court' is neither a legislature nor' a law re"forrn agency. Its responsibility is to

d~cide case~ by applying the law to the facts as found. The Court's facilities,

techniques and procedures are adapted to that responsibility: ~hey are not

adapted to legislative functions or to law reform activities. The Court does not

and 'cannot carry out investigations .or inquiries with a view to ascertaining

whether particular common law ruies are working well, whether they are

adjusted to the needs of the c'ommunity, and whether they command popular

asse~t"'N'o~ can the Court call for and examine sUbm-issions from groups and

individuals who may be vitally interested in the maldng of changes to the law.

In short, the Court qannot, and does not, engage in the wide-ranging inquiries

and assessments that are made by governments and law reform agencies as

desirable, if not essential, preliminaries to the enactment of legislation tly an

elected legislatur~.These considerations must deter a Court from departing too

readily from a settled rule of the common law and by replacing it with a new
rUle. II I
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refor~. T~~ language used is apt for the predicament of the AAT with its asserted power 

and resp~msibility to review policy • 

. [T] here are more powerful reasons why the Court should be relu.ctant to engage' 

. -In [moulding the common law to meet new conditions and circumstances] • The 

. Court" is neither a legislature nor" a law re"form agency. Its responsibility is to 

d~cide cas~~ by applying the law to the facts as found. The Court's facilities, 

techniques and procedures are adapted to that responsibility: ~hey are not 

adapted to legislative functions or to law reform activities. The Court does not 

and 'cannot carry out investigations .or inquiries with a view to ascertaining 

whether particular common law ruies are working well} whether they are 

adjusted to the needs of the c'ommunity, and whether they command popular 

asse~t'- 'N'o~ can the Court call for and examine subm-issions from groups and 

individuals who may be vitally interested in the maldng of changes to the law. 

In short, the Court qannot, and does not, engage in the wide-ranging inquiries 

and assessments that are made by governments and law reform agencies as 

desirable, if not essential, preliminaries to the enactment of legislation t>y an 

elected legislatur~. These considerations must deter a Court from departing too 

readily from a settled rule of the common law and by replacing it with a new 
rule. II I 
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The High Court of Australia has asserte,d the limited function of the court in developing

new rules, even of the common law, in the face of long:-established legal authority.112

The assertion has been repeated in recent cases involving prisoners' rights1l3,. the

widening of standing to sue114, the alleged righ.t to legal aid in serious, criminal

cases,1l5 tax aVQ,idance1l6 and voluntary.intoxication as a defence to otherwise

criminal conduct. I!.? In each of these cases the High Court, usually by a majority, often

expressly or by imp~ication, has noted the need for"refo~m. But that n!'!ed was held-tobea

matter for the elected Parliament, possibly aided by a permanent law reform- body. lIS

It was said not to be a task for unelected judges o.perating within the constraints of

courtroom procedures and inter-partes litigation. 119

I do not mean to imply that policy consid~rations have not influenced recent

decisions of the High Court. On the contrary,. polley plainly' played a part in at least som.e

of the jUdgments in all of the·above cases•. Evenjf confined to admInistrative law.matters,

one has"only to .read Sankey,v.~Whitlam12.0 or the decision of.MJ;. Justice .Mason in The,

Commonwealth v•. John-Fairfax.lie Sons Ltd~21 to see the orthodox operation of policy

considerations. The difference between thee.ourts and the AAT is that no court clai~s~ in

terms, an unlimited· power to evaluate- review, modify, substitute for or negate. . ! . ... . . . .
government policy, not by reference to some pre-existing louIe of law '<howev'er

indeterminate) but by reference to the decision-maker's estimate of the corrector

preferable decision in the:;:-particular. case. The result may be similar. When the ~.inciple
./

of law is examined it may amount in reality to little more than. a statement of personal

opinion on the part of the jUdge whatever formula is used to· describe it.122.It:.~ the

very boldness of the assertion for the AAT, so out of line with the usually modest and

deferential language of the courts, that attracts attention and invites dOl,lQt and

scepticism. Myth~ die hard. Despite Lord· Reid, Ministers, government. ~fr.ic:~a.l. _and

probably the' 'community generally, sleep easier i!1 the notion that j1,Idges do nC? lJ}.Qf~ ,than

mechanically apply pre-existing rules. Often that is all they may do. When th~y:.have a

choice, it is our tradition rarely to acknowledge that there is an openchoi,~~,:or.:pI?M.cy.~~

be made by the judge., JUdicial recrnitment and training, the procedures of ~h,e ,Bd\r.er,~JY

trial, the experience and inclinations of most lawyers of our trf.'!ditio.n an~ .~~hf;!~'_~C;~p(

facility for social research and- inquiry combine to discourage_ a r~ank ~cknowl~dge~~lJt C?f

policy choices. Our procedures of adjUdication and decision-mB:king ~()uI~. re9uir~ too

great a reform if matters of policy were t.o become too prominent. True,to this tradition,

the AAT has not itself asserted its right to conduct a major review of government r:olicy.

But in the series of cases examined, its legal power to do so has been asserted repeatedly

and its inclination to stray from ministerial policy has been manifest in almost every case.

~-
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Ca'n this position last? Governments· and Ministers in Australia may be ,robust

enough to accept the AAT's critical scrutiny of its IX'licies. Occasionally, they may even

find the scrutiny helpful in the elaboration and application of policies to cases not

contemplated when the policy was drawn. In the event of a profound disag-r.eement,

legislation may be enacted ·to ensure that, a policy, .found .uncongenial to the tribunal, is

ultimately _observed by it. However, a more lik~ly response is the disinclination of. the

executive" government to commit jurisdiction involving important poli.cy questions to the

AAT a~d a disinclination of offi~ials to recommend to Ministers that-issues h"kely to raise

the application' of controversial pblicy should be committed to the AAT's review.

Other options are available to 'cope with the .p"oblem of submitting g-overnment

policy to AAT consideration. They include binding the original decision-maker ,and the

AAT t6 criteria published by the Minister and tabled in Parliament.123 -Alternatively,

the decision-maker and the AAT could be bound" in terms by ministerial directions

sUbseq'u'ently pUblished in th~ Gazette.124 It would be" possible to require the

decision-maker and the AAT to have regard to prescribed criteria which do .not purport to

be exhaustiv-e when exercising their discretionary powers.I25 It will be possible to

require review of cases involving important issues of policy to be at the discretion of the

Minister and recommendatory only in effect, so that they can, as the Kerr Committee

proposed,be available for his assistance but not to bind him. 'Finally, it is possible to

require such cases to .9--i heard by.a tribunal constitued in-a special way, as by -a

presidential member. This procedure has been adopted under the Migration Act and in

respect of appeals from -the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal.I26

The-conferring of powers on Ministers to give directions to a tribunal binding on

it, however published and wherever tabled, may solve the problem of the tribunal's

approach to'government policy. But it may do so ~t a cost of the pUblic's perception of the

tribunal's diminished independence. A similar consequence may flow- -from any special

provisions concerning the constitution of the tribunal and from treatment of the tribunal

as an advisory body only. Since the AAT is a body some of whose members are judges, the

question arises as to whether a greater identific'ation of the AAT with the administration

would affect p.tblic perceptions of the independence of the jUdiciary in such a way as t6

damage both institutions. 127
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We continue to explore the right solutions for the problems identified in--th~.

essay. Those who take bold reforming measures must expect to face difficult j:X'oble,ins in

the ~onsequence. In 'working out the proper relationship between the AAT,t::~l!:.~ted

officials, administrators andindividual-litigants, the road ahead is not at all clear. {)!a1n1y,

lawyers have crossed over into the territory of policy. There are some signs that lawyers

'tVere the,re before, though generally they covered their tracks and rafe1y- adm it ted the

adventure. The passage may come to nothing and those who guard the frontier .. may

prevent too many incursions, for fear of the unpredictable damage that may be done.' On

the other hand, lawyers may well find that grappling more openly and frankly with policy

issues in the AAT points the direction for the way in which the courts themselves .should

more openly address the problem of policy choices. Jeremy Bentham awaited a 'Luther of

Jurispr1.:ldence' who would, with 'penetrating eye' search the unsatisfactory features of our

legal techniques. 128 In many ways, the AAT requires all arms of government in

Australia to face more p-recisely the role of policy in adjUdicative decision-making.

Whether a legal reformation will ensue, or whether a counter reformation will curtail this

brave experim~nt, remains to be seen.
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